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ON TSFASMAN–VLA˘DUT¸ INVARIANTS OF INFINITE
GLOBAL FIELDS
PHILIPPE LEBACQUE
Abstract. In this article we study certain asymptotic properties of
global fields. We consider the set of Tsfasman–Vla˘dut¸ invariants of
infinite global fields and answer some natural questions arising from
their work. In particular, we prove the existence of infinite global fields
having finitely many strictly positive invariants at given places, and
the existence of infinite number fields with certain prescribed invariants
being zero. We also give precisions on the deficiency of infinite global
fields and on the primes decomposition in those fields.
1. Introduction
In the 80’, Ihara [7] initiated the asymptotical theory of global fields in the
particular case of unramified infinite global fields. More recently, Tsfasman
and Vla˘dut¸ [19] generalised his work to any infinite global fields, and defined
a set of invariants of such fields. The aim of this paper is to investigate their
properties further.
1.1. Following [19], let us first recall some definitions and some basic facts
about the theory of infinite global fields. Let r be a power of a prime number
p. An infinite global field K is an infinite separable algebraic extension of Q
or Fr(t) such that K∩ F¯r = Fr. In the function field case, all the extensions
we consider are separable and without constant extensions. We write (NF )
(respectively (FF )) in order to signify that an assertion concerns the number
field case (resp. the function field case). For any global field K, put nK its
degree over Q or Fr(t), gK its genus (
1
2
log |DK | in the number field case).
Denote by P (K) (resp. Pf(K)) its set of places (resp. of non-archimedean
places). For any place let p ∈ Pf(K), Np be its norm. For any prime power
q, let Φq(K) denote the number of its places of norm q, and let ΦR(K),
ΦC(K) be the number of its real and complex places respectively. Let A
denote the set of parameters {R, C, pk, p prime number, k ∈ N∗} in the
number fields case, {rk, k ∈ N∗} in the function fields case, and let Af
be the subset of the parameters which are prime powers. We also define
relative Φ-numbers as follows: given a place p of a global field E, and K/E
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a finite extension, let Φp,q(K) denote the number of places of K above p
with the norm q (or which are real or complex in the case q = R or C). We
will omit the field K in our notation if there is no possible confusion.
Given a set of primes S of a global field K, denote by δ(S) its Dirichlet
density if it exists:
δ(S) = lim
s→1+
∑
p∈S Np
−s∑
p∈Pf (K)Np
−s .
If it does not exist, we put
δ¯(S) = lim sup
s→1+
∑
p∈S Np
−s∑
p∈Pf (K)Np
−s .
For any set of places S of a global field K and any extension of global fields
L/K (resp. K/L), let S(L) be the set of places of L lying above (resp.
under) S.
Recall that a sequence {Ki}i∈N of global fields is said to be a family if
Ki is not isomorphic to Kj for i 6= j, and if the constant field of all the Ki
equals one and the same Fr (see [19]). In any family of global fields, we
have gi → ∞, because for any real number g0, there is only finitely many
number fields (respectively function fields over a given constant field up to
isomorphism) whose genus does not exceed g0.
We say that a family of global fields {Ki}i∈N is asymptotically exact if
the limit
φq({Ki}) = lim
i→∞
Φq(Ki)
gKi
exists for any q ∈ A. A sequence {Ki}i∈N of global fields is called a tower if
Ki is strictly included in Ki+1 for any integer i. Any tower of global fields
{Ki} is an asymptotically exact family, and the φq’s depend only on ∪i∈NKi.
Therefore one can define Tsfasman-Vla˘dut¸ invariants φq(K) of an infinite
global field K as being the φq’s corresponding to any tower {Ki}i∈N such
that ∪i∈NKi = K. Define the support of an infinite global field as
Supp(K) = {q ∈ A, φq(K) > 0}.
We also define the quantity
φ∞(K) = lim
i→∞
nKi
gKi
.
We say that an infinite global field is asymptotically good if its support is
not empty, and asymptotically bad if it is empty. In the same manner we can
define the relative invariants φp,q(K), for a global field E, a place p of E and
an infinite global field K containing E, as the limit of the ratio Φp,q(Ki)/gKi
for any tower {Ki} such that E ⊂ Ki for any i and ∪i∈NKi = K. As there
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are only finitely many places of E whose norm is not greater than q and the
number of archimedean places is also finite, we have
φq(K) =
∑
p∈P (E)
φp,q(K).
Define also the prime support of K/E as the set
PSupp(K/E) = {p ∈ Pf (E) | ∃ q ∈ Af φp,q > 0}.
Finally, for any (possibly infinite) global field K, any global field K ⊂ K,
let Ram(K/K) (respectively Rams(K/K), resp. Dec(K/K)) denote the
ramification locus (resp. the wild ramification locus, resp. the decompo-
sition locus) of K/K, that is set of places of K that are ramified in some
(resp. that are wildly ramified in some, resp. that are split in any) finite
subextension L/K of K/K. In the case K = Q or Fr(t), we omit it in the
notation.
1.2. Tsfasman and Vla˘dut¸ proved that an infinite number field is asymp-
totically good if and only φ∞ > 0. In the function field case that is necessary
but not sufficient. More precisely, for any prime number p,
(NF )
∑
m≥1
mφpm ≤ φR + 2φC.
There is an analogous property for function fields considering instead of the
Φrm ’s the numbers Φp,rm’s of places above a given place p of Fr(t).
Except for the case of asymptotically bad infinite global fields or of those
constructed from the optimal ones (see [2]), we do not know any example
where the set of the invariants of an infinite global field or even its support
is completely known. But Tsfasman and Vla˘dut¸ also gave the following
inequalities for the invariants which generalize Drinfeld-Vla˘dut¸ bound (see
[19], Theorems ):
Theorem (Tsfasman-Vla˘dut¸ Basic Inequalities). For any infinite global
field, we have the following inequalities:
(NF −GRH)
∑
q
φq log q√
q − 1 + (log
√
8π +
π
4
+ γ/2)φR + (log 8π + γ)φC ≤ 1,
(NF )
∑
q
φq log q
q − 1 + (γ/2 + log 2
√
π)φR + (γ + log 2π)φC ≤ 1,
(FF )
∞∑
m=1
mφrm
r
m
2 − 1 ≤ 1,
where the (GRH) indication means once and for all that an assertion is true
assuming the Generalised Riemann Hypothesis.
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Several questions arise naturally. For any family (aq)q∈A of real numbers
satisfying the basic inequalities, does it exist an infinite global field such
that φq = aq for all q ∈ A? We will see that the answer to this question
is negative in the number field case, and the analogous result holds for
function fields (see Corollary 6.7). Some other natural weaker questions are
far from being within reach at the moment. For example, we do not know
if there exists an infinite global field with an infinity of φq being positive,
neither if there are infinite number fields with all but one invariants equal
to zero (the function field case being known in the case where r is a square,
using optimal towers). Even if we are not able to give answers to this two
questions, we can prove the following result:
Theorem A. Let n be an integer and t1, ..., tn ∈ Af . There exists an infinite
global field (both in the number field and function field cases) such that
φt1 , ..., φtn are all > 0, and such that, in the number field case, any other
φq, with gcd(q,
∏
ti) > 1 is zero.
Note that an analogous result holds for function fields, if we consider the
Φp,rm numbers instead of Φrm .
Theorem B. Let P be a finite set of prime numbers. There exists an
asymptotically good infinite Galois number field K such that, for any positive
integer m and any p ∈ P, φpm(K) = 0. Moreover, PSupp(K/Q) equals
Dec(K/Q) (and therefore has a zero Dirichlet density, see Proposition E).
1.3. Tsfasman and Vla˘dut¸ also defined the deficiency of an infinite global
field as the difference between the two terms of the basic inequalities:
(NF −GRH) δ(1) = 1−
∑
q
φq log q√
q − 1
− (log
√
8π +
π
4
+ γ/2)φR − (log 8π + γ)φC,
(NF ) δ(2) = 1−
∑
q
φq log q
q − 1
− (log 2√π + γ/2)φR − (log 2π + γ)φC,
(FF ) δ(3) = 1−
∞∑
m=1
mφrm
r
m
2 − 1 .
In the case of function fields, when r is a square, there are infinite function
fields which reach the deficiency zero, and they are called optimal (see [3]
for example). But in the case of number fields, such fields are unknown and
we think that their existence is doubtful.
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The deficiency is an increasing function, therefore optimal fields, if they
exist, have to satisfy some similarly properties to those satisfied by just-
infinite global fields (meaning that they have no proper infinite subexten-
sion):
Theorem C. For any i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, the map K 7→ δ(i)(K) is an increasing
map for the inclusion of infinite global fields.
1.4. One can refine in some sense Theorem A, looking for the best possible
field having n distinct invariants positive, in term of deficiency.
Theorem D. There exists an infinite number field having n positive non
archimedean invariants, such that its deficiency δn ≤ 1− εn satisfies:
(NF −GRH) εn ∼ 8
3
√
n logn
and,
(NF ) εn ∼ 4
3n
.
One can obtain a corresponding result for function fields, but the class
field theory would likely give a very bad estimation comparing to what we
could obtain starting with an optimal tower. This should be done in a
further work.
1.5. As one can see from the definition of the φq
′s, these invariants are
closely related to the decomposition of primes in infinite global fields. The
most general result concerning it is a corollary of the Cebotarev density
theorem.
Proposition E. Let K be an infinite number field (resp. function field),
and let T be the set of places of Q (resp. Fr(t)) that split in K. Then δ(T )
exists and is equal to 0.
This result implies in particular that, for an infinite Galois global field K
over a global field K, the set
{p ∈ P (K) | φp,Np > 0}
has a zero Dirichlet density, and in the particular case of Galois number
fields, the set {p | p is a prime number and φp > 0} has to be very small.
It seems to be hard to improve it, but in his paper [7], Ihara considered
the primes decomposition in infinite unramified Galois extensions of global
fields, and proved that, for any number field k and any unramified Galois
extension K of k ∑
p∈Pf (k)
log Np
Npf(p) − 1 ≤ C(k),
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where f(p) is the inertia index of a place of K above p, and C(k) is a real
number depending only on k. Using the Tsfasman-Vla˘dut¸-basic inequalities,
one deduces the following:
Proposition F. Let K be an infinite number field (resp. function field) and
let T denote the set of places of Q (resp. Fr(t)) that split in K. Then
(NF )
∑
p∈T
log N(p)
N(p)− 1 ≤
1
φ∞
,
(FF )
∑
p∈T
logr N(p)√
N(p)− 1 ≤
1
φ∞
,
where 1/φ∞ can be +∞ (corresponding to asymptotically bad cases).
However in the case of asymptotically bad infinite global field, the sum
s(T ) =
∑
p∈T Np
−1 can be infinite, even if the set of ramification is relatively
small:
Theorem G. There exists an infinite global field K (in both cases of number
and function fields) without wild ramification such that s(Dec(K)) =∞ and
δ(Ram(K)) = 0.
One can improve this result a bit, giving a more precise information on
the ramification locus: for any ε > 0 there is an infinite global field K
satisfying the above properties, and such that s(Ram(K)) ≤ ε.
The structure of the paper is as follows. First we recall basic facts con-
cerning infinite global fields, which will be useful for the comprehension of
the remainder parts. In § 3 we prove Theorem A using class field towers.
The following paragraph is devoted to the study of the deficiency and the
proof of Theorem C. In § 5, we estimate the defect of towers involved in
Theorem A. After that, we consider the problem of prime decomposition
in infinite global fields, which is central in our study and prove Theorem G.
Finally, we prove Theorem B in the last section.
The author would like to thank Michael Tsfasman for all he has done as
his advisor, Christian Maire for the time he spent answering his questions
and for his advice concerning §7, and Alexei Zykin for all of his comments
on the first version of this paper.
2. Basic facts on infinite global fields
In this paragraph we recall briefly some basic properties of asymptoti-
cally good infinite global fields. For more details see [9], or [3] for the the
function field Galois case. If we want to construct an asymptotically good
infinite global field, we ask for three conditions. First, the tower should
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be tamely ramified, or we should be able to control the wild ramification
which is often the most difficult part. Second, the tower should be unram-
ified outside of a finite set of primes. There are examples in the function
field case, where φ∞ > 0 and where the set of ramification is infinite (in fact
everywhere ramified, see [1]), but we do not know any example where the
field is asymptotically good. And third, there should be at least one split
prime (in the function fields case).
Controlling the wild ramification leads to specific calculations, as you can
find in [2]. In the following, we will always avoid wild ramification. If there
is no deep wild ramification, and if the field is Galois, then an asymptotically
good has to be finitely ramified. We say that an infinite global field K is
almost-Galois if there is a tower {Ki}i∈N of global fields such that ∪Ki = K
and Ki+1/Ki is Galois for any i ∈ N.
Proposition 2.1. Let K be an infinite number field (resp. function field)
such that
inf
K ′finite
#Rams(K/K ′) = 0.
Then K is asymptotically good (resp. φ∞(K) > 0) if its ramification locus
S is finite. Moreover, if K/K (for a global field K) is Galois, the converse
is true. If K = ∪Ki is almost-Galois (for a tower {Ki}i∈N of global fields),
then K is asymptotically good (resp. φ∞(K) > 0) if and only if
∞∑
i=0
1
nKi
∑
p∈Ram(Ki+1/Ki)
log Np <∞,
where log denote the base e (resp. base r) logarithm.
Proof : This is a straightforward application of the Riemann-Hurwitz for-
mula (see [9]). For a number field (resp. a function field) K, let g∗K denote
gK (resp. gK − 1), so that the Hurwitz formula is exactly the same in the
case of number fields and of function fields without constants extensions.
Let {Ki}i∈N (K0 = K) be a tower representing K (meaning that ∪Ki =
K). Suppose that the ramification locus of K is finite. Let Kj be a global
field of genus > 1 such that #Rams(K/Kj) = 0. We can suppose that j = 0
without any loss of generality. We have to show that the ratio g∗Ki/nKi is
bounded. We can always replace nKi by [Ki : K0], the computations being
modified by a factor equal to the degree of K0 over the ground field (Q or
Fr(t)).
Write g∗i , ni for g
∗
Ki
, [Ki : K0] respectively. Let S be Ram(K/K0) and
Si = Ram(Ki/K0). The Riemann-Hurwitz formula (see [13, 1.3.10] and
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[11, III,3.13]) implies that
g∗i = nig
∗
0 +
1
2
∑
p∈Si
∑
P/p
(eP− 1)fP log Np,
where P is a place above p, eP denote the ramification degree of P/p and
fP the inertia degree of P/p.
As our extensions are separable,∑
P/p
ePfP = ni,
and one deduces
g∗i ≤ nig∗0 +
1
2
ni
∑
p∈Si
logNp,
≤ nig∗0 +
1
2
ni
∑
p∈S
logNp,
this last sum being finite because S is finite, and the first statement is
proven.
Suppose now that S is infinite and that the tower {Ki} is Galois, so that
Ki/K0 is Galois. We have to show that g
∗
i /ni is not bounded.
g∗i = [Ki, K0]g
∗
0 +
1
2
∑
p∈Si
∑
P/p
(eP− 1)fP logNp.
As eP− 1 ≥ eP/2 because eP ≥ 2 (the extension is Galois), we deduce that
g∗i ≥ nig∗0 +
1
2
∑
p∈Si
logNp
∑
P/p
eP
2
fP
≥ nig∗0 +
1
4
ni
∑
p∈Si
log Np.
The sum is now divergent because #Si tends to +∞, which prove the con-
verse.
Let us prove now the assertion concerning the almost-Galois case. Let Si
denote the ramification locus of the Galois extension Ki+1/Ki. Applying
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the Riemann-Hu¨rwitz formula as before, we get:
ni+1
ni
g∗i +
1
4
ni+1
ni
∑
p∈Si
logNp ≤ g∗i+1 ≤
ni+1
ni
g∗i +
1
2
ni+1
ni
∑
p∈Si
log Np
g∗i
ni
+
1
4ni
∑
p∈Si
logNp ≤ g
∗
i+1
ni+1
≤ g
∗
i
ni
+
1
2ni
∑
p∈Si
log Np.
We obtain by induction
g∗0
n0
+
1
4
i∑
j=0
∑
p∈Sj
log Np
nj
≤ g
∗
i+1
ni+1
≤ g
∗
0
n0
+
1
2
i∑
j=0
∑
p∈Sj
logNp
nj
,
which concludes the proof. 
In particular, any infinite global field K containing a global field K such
that K/K is unramified, satisfies φ∞ > 0. The following result explains why
the split places are of particular interest in the study of the φq’s.
Proposition 2.2. Let K be an infinite global field, and let K be a global
field contained in K. Suppose that φ∞ > 0 and that a non-archimedean place
p of K splits in K/K. Then φNp > 0. Moreover, if K is Galois, and if there
is a q ∈ Af such that φq > 0, then φ∞ > 0 and there is a global field L ⊂ K
containing K and a non-archimedean place p of K such that any place of L
above p is of norm q and splits in K/L.
Proof : For the sake of notation, let us prove it in the number fields case. If p
is split in K/K then, for any tower {Ki} representing K such that K0 = K,
ΦNp(Ki) ≥ nKi/[K0 : Q], which implies the first assertion. Suppose now
that K/K is Galois, and that φq > 0, for a prime power q. There is a place
p of K such that φp,q > 0, because
∑
p∈P (K) φp,q = φq. Then φ∞ ≥ φp,q has
to be non zero. All the places above p in K have the same ramification
index and inertia degree, which have to be both finite: indeed, if K ′ is a
global field contained in K, the ramification index e, the inertia degree f,
and the number d of places above p satisfy e f = [K ′ : K]/d, and this ratio
is bounded over the subfields K ′ of K because of our assumption. Therefore
all the places above p have to split in K/L for some global field L. 
3. On class field towers
3.1. This section is devoted to the construction of infinite global fields
using unramified classfield towers. For definition and results concerning S-
ramified T -split class field towers, see [10]. Let us recall first the construc-
tion: given a global field K, a prime number p and a set T of places of K, let
HTℓ (K) denote the maximal unramified abelian ℓ-extension of K where T is
split. Construct a tower of field as follows: let K0 be our global field K and
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T0 a set of non archimedean places of K0. For i ≥ 1 put Ki = HTi−1ℓ (Ki−1),
and let Ti be the set of places of Ki above Ti−1. The tower {Ki} is called
the ℓ-T0-class field tower of K0. The question of the finiteness of this tower
remained open for years until Golod and Schafarevitch gave in the 1960’s
a criterion to prove that such a tower is infinite. This result in particular
implies the following theorem:
Theorem 3.1. [Tsfasman–Vla˘dut¸ [19] (NF), Serre [17] , Niederreiter–Xing
[13] (FF)] Let K/k be a cyclic extension of global fields of degree ℓ. Let T (k)
be a finite set of non archimedean places of k and T (K) be the set of places
above T (k) in K. Suppose in the function field case that gcd{ℓ, deg p, p ∈
T (K)} = 1. Let Q be the ramification locus of K/k. Let
(FF ) C(T,K/k) =#T (k) + 2 + δℓ + 2
√
#T (K) + δℓ,
(NF ) C(T,K/k) =#T (K)− t0 + r1 + r2 + δℓ + 2− ρ+
2
√
#T (K) + ℓ(r1 + r2 − ρ/2) + δℓ,
where δℓ = 1 if K contains the ℓ-root of unity, and 0 otherwise, t0 is the
number of principal ideals in T (k), r1 = ΦR(K), r2 = ΦC(K) and ρ is
the number of real places of k which become complex in K. Suppose that
#Q ≥ C(T,K/k). Then K admits an infinite unramfied ℓ-T (K)-class field
tower.
Remark that the assumption on the degree of the places in T in the
function field case guaranties that there is no constant field extension in
the tower. These unramified towers give us infinite global fields such that
φNp > 0 for every p ∈ T, provided we can construct sufficiently ramified
cyclic extensions. Even though this point can be made explicitly (see §5),
we will use the Grunwald–Wang theorem.
3.2. Let S be a set of primes of a global field k, containing archimedean
places in the number field case. Let kS denote the maximal extension of k
unramified outside of S, which is Galois over k. Put GS = Gal(kS/k). We
set
(NF ) N(S) = {n ∈ N | vp(n) = 0 for any p /∈ S}
in the number fields case, and let N(S) denote the set of numbers prime to
the characteristic of k in the function fields case.
Let us recall that the exponent of a finite group #A is the smallest integer
a such that xa = 1A for every x in A.
Let us now state the Grunwald–Wang theorem, as we can find it in [12]
in the case where S contains all the places of k.
Theorem 3.2 (Grunwald–Wang). Let S be a set of places of a global field
k, containing the archimedean primes in the number field case, such that
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δ(S) = 1, let T ⊂ S be a finite set of primes of k and A be a finite abelian
group of exponent a such that #A ∈ N(S). Let Kp/kp be, for any p ∈ T,
local abelian extensions such that G(Kp/kp) can be imbedded in A. Then
there is a global abelian extension K/k with Galois group A, unramified
outside of S such that K has the given completions Kp for any p ∈ T , with
the exception of the special case (k, a, T ) when the following four conditions
hold:
(i) a = 2ra′, r > 2
(ii) k is a number field
(iii) k(µ2r)/k is not cyclic
(iv) {p ∈ S | p divides 2 and p is not split in k(µ2r)/k} ⊂ T.
Proof : It is nothing but the proof of 9.2.3. of [12], where k is replaced by
kS. For the sake of completeness, let us recall it. Consider A as a trivial GS-
module. First recall the following. For any p ∈ S, we choose a k-embedding
kS → k¯p by chosing a place p¯ of kS above p. This induces the restriction
map from G(k¯p/kp) to GS = G(kS/k) (whose image is the decomposition
group of p¯ over k). It induces the map
H1(GS, A)→ H1(G(k¯p/kp), A)
independent from the choice of the embedding.
H1(kS|k, A) res //
∏
p∈T H
1(k¯p|kp, A).
Let us prove the theorem now. We want to show that the map
Epi(GS, A)→
∏
T
Hom(G(k¯p/kp), A)
is onto, where Epi(GS, A) denotes the onto morphisms from GS to A. Let
q1, ..., qr be finite places of S − T not dividing 2 in the number field case,
and let
ψqi : G(k¯qi/kqi)→ A
be morphisms such that their images generate A. For any p ∈ T, ψp :
G(k¯p/kp)→ A denotes the canonical map induced by the chosen embedding
G(Kp/kp)→ A. Let T ′ denote the set T ∪ {q1, ..., qr}. The map
H1(kS|k, A) res //
∏
T ′ H
1(k¯p|kp, A)
is known to be onto in the case where δ(S) = 1 and A is a trivial GS(k)-
module, with exception of the special case (k, exp(A), T ′) = (k, exp(A), T )
(see [12, 9.2.2]). An inverse image ψ : GS → A of (ψp)p∈T ′ in H1(GS, A) =
Hom(GS, A) realises the local extensions and is onto because of the choice
of the ψqi. 
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3.3. Using this theorem, we can now prove the following important result:
Corollary 3.3. Let P be a finite set of places of Q (resp. of Fr(t), con-
taining at least one rational place). Then there is an asymptotically good
infinite number field K (resp. infinite function field) such that all the places
in P are split, and that there exists a global field K of prime degree 2 such
that K/K is unramified.
Proof : Let Q be a finite set of places of non archimedean places of Q (resp.
of Fr(t)) such that P ∩Q = ∅, and #Q is big enough to satisfy the condition
of theorem 3.1 for any quadratic extension of Q (resp. Fr(t)).
Applying the theorem with A = Z/2Z, T = P ∪ Q, we obtain a cyclic
extension of degree 2 of Q (resp. de Fr(t)) where the set Q, at least, is
ramified, and such that P is split. Note that we can obtain the totally ram-
ified local extensions of degree 2 by adjoining a root of Eisenstein separable
polynomials. Then we use Theorem 3.1 to obtain an unramified 2-class field
tower where all the places in P are split. This tower does not have constants
extension because P contains a rational place, and is asymptotically good
because of the results of §2. 
We remark that we can choose a tower with φR or φC positive, choosing
in the first step a real quadratic field or an imaginary one. In the corollary,
we can also take towers of degree p different from the characteristic of our
fields, but in that case, the norm of the places constituting Q must equal 1
modulo p so that the totally ramified local p-extensions exist.
3.4. Proof of Theorem A. In the function field case, we apply the corol-
lary 3.3 with a set of places P containing at least one place of degree logr ti
for any i = 1, ..., n, which gives directly the desired result. If we want to
obtain such additional properties as in the number field case, we just follow
the number field case proof.
In the number field case, we consider the set P = {p(1), . . . , p(k)} of prime
numbers p(1), . . . , p(k) which divide one of the ti.
Lemma 3.4. There is a finite extension L of Q having the following prop-
erties:
(i) for any i = 1 . . . n there exists p ∈ P (L) such that Np = ti,
(ii) for any p ∈ P (L), if there exists p ∈ P such that p|Np then there is
i ∈ {1, ..., n} such that Np = ti.
Assuming this lemma, let us apply the corollary 3.3 to the set of places
P. It gives us an infinite number field K = ∪Ki represented by the tower
of number field {Ki}, K0 = Q, unramified over K1, where all the places of
P are split. Then the tower {L.Ki}i∈N is unramified over L.K1, therefore
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asymptotically good, and all the places of L above P are split in L.Ki. So
we obtain the field L.K having the desired properties.
Proof of the lemma: We construct the tower L0 = Q ⊂ L1, ... ⊂ Lk = L
using the Grunwald–Wang theorem. Let us begin by ordering the set T .
Write
T =
{
t
(1)
1 , ..., t
(1)
i1
; t
(2)
1 , ..., t
(2)
i2
; t
(k)
1 , ..., t
(k)
ik
}
such that p(r) divide all t
(r)
1 , ..., t
(r)
ir but no others. Put d
(r)
j = logp(r) t
(r)
j .
Recall first the following properties of local fields guarantees that we can
use the Grunwald–Wang theorem (see [16, § III.5, Theorem 2]):
Lemma 3.5. Let K be a local field with a finite residue field k, and let k′/k
be a cyclic extension of k. Then there exists an unramified cyclic extension
K ′/K such that k′ is the residue field of K ′.
Given a global field K and a place p, the completion Kp of K at p, an
integer n > 0, there exists an unramified cyclic extension K ′ of Kp, of degree
n (meaning that p is totally inert in it).
Using the Grunwald–Wang theorem, let us construct by induction a tower
L0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Lk having the following properties:
(i) in Lr+1/Lr, all the places above p
(j) are split for j 6= r + 1,
(ii) there exists an extension L1r of Lr of degree ir+1, contained in Lr+1
such that all the places above p(r+1) are split.
(iii) in Lr+1/L
1
r there are [Lr+1 : L0]/(ir+1d
(r+1)
j ) places of norm t
(r+1)
j
for any j.
L0 is given. Let us suppose that Lr/L0 has been constructed. Put mr =
[Lr : L0]. Let L
1
r/Lr be an extension of degree ir+1 where all the places
above any p(i) are split. In L1r one has got ir+1mr places
p
(r+1)
1,1 , . . . , p
(r+1)
1,mr , . . . , p
(r+1)
ir+1,1
, . . . , p
(r+1)
ir+1,mr
above p(r+1), put into ir+1 packets containing mr places each.
Consider then successive cyclic extensions of prime degree (so we do not
fall in the special case). We obtain an extension Lr+1/L
1
r such that:
(i) all the places above p(i) are split for any i 6= r + 1,
(ii) above p
(r+1)
j,l , for any j and any l, there are [Lr+1/L
1
r ]/d
(1)
j places of
norm t
(r+1)
j .
In order to deal with jth packet, we ask for the existence of a cyclic extension
of prime degree dividing t
(r+1)
j , in which all the places above the p
(r+1)
j,l are
totally inert for any l, and in which all the other pointed places are split,
until we obtain places of norm t
(r+1)
j .
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By induction, we obtain therefore Lk = L, satisfying by the construction
the two given properties. This ends the proof of the lemma and that of
Theorem A. 
4. Deficiency and optimal fields
The deficiency of an infinite global field is defined as the difference be-
tween the two sides of the basic inequality. Tsfasman and Vla˘dut¸ proved
that it is related to the limit distribution of the zeroes of the zeta func-
tion. This distribution admits a continuous density, and the deficiency is
its value at 0 (see [19]). The study of the deficiency is therefore not only
simpler than the study of the invariants itself, but also gives us some very
interesting knowledge about the field.
4.1. Proof of Theorem C. The first but not the least result concerning
the deficiency is Theorem C. Let us prove it in the case of δ(1), the proof
being exactly the same in the two other cases (we replace log by logr in the
function field case). We begin by treating the non-archimedean terms:
Lemma 4.1. For any prime number p, any m ∈ N, and any infinite global
fields K ⊂ L,
(NF )
m∑
k=1
kφpk(L) log p√
pk − 1 ≤
m∑
k=1
kφpk(K) log p√
pk − 1 ,
(FF )
m∑
k=1
kφrk(L)√
rk − 1 ≤
m∑
k=1
kφrk(K)√
rk − 1 .
Remark that we could replace log p/(pk/2−1) by any decreasing function.
We can also prove the same inequality for the φp,q along the same lines.
Proof of the lemma: Let K ⊂ L be two infinite number fields and p a prime
number. Recall that, for any m, we have:
Am(K) :=
m∑
k=1
kφpk(K) ≥ Am(L).
Using Abel transform on
∑m
k=1
kφ
pk
(K) log p√
pk−1
, we get:
m∑
k=1
kφpk(K) log p√
pk − 1 =Am(K)
log p√
pm − 1
+
m−1∑
k=1
Ak(K)
(
log p√
pk − 1 −
log p√
pk+1 − 1
)
,
from which we deduce the lemma. 
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Taking the limit, we obtain, for two infinite global fields K ⊂ L :
(NF )
∞∑
k=1
kφpk(L) log p√
pk − 1 ≤
∞∑
k=1
kφpk(K) log p√
pk − 1 ,
(FF )
∞∑
k=1
kφrk(L)√
rk − 1 ≤
∞∑
k=1
kφrk(K)√
rk − 1 .
Let us now consider the archimedean terms:
Lemma 4.2. For two infinite number fields K ⊂ L and two positive real
numbers α1, α2 such that 2α1 ≥ α2, one has:
α1φR(L) + α2φC(L) ≤ α1φR(K) + α2φC(K).
Proof of the lemma: Let us consider two towers of number fields K = ∪Ki,
L = ∪Li, with Ki ⊂ Li, and let us write the relations between archimedean
places of Ki and Li.
We forget the indices and denote by K and L these fields. Let PR(K)
denote the set of real places of K. Recall that the complex places are always
split in L/K, giving birth to [L : K] complex places of L and each real place
v of K decomposes into Φv,R(L/K) real places and Φv,C(L/K) complex
places of L, so that Φv,R(L/K) + 2Φv,C(L/K) = [L : K].
Therefore one has
ΦR(L) =
∑
v∈PR(K)
Φv,R(L/K),
and
ΦC(L) = [L : K]ΦC(K) +
∑
v∈PR(K)
Φv,C(L/K).
Let α1 and α2 be real numbers such that 2α1 ≥ α2. Then
α1ΦR(L) + α2ΦC(L) = α1
∑
v∈PR(K)
Φv,R(L/K) + α2[L : K]ΦC(K)
+ α2
∑
v∈PR(K)
Φv,C(L/K)
≤ α1
∑
v∈PR(K)
(Φv,R(L/K) + 2Φv,C(L/K))
+ α2[L : K]ΦC(K)
≤ [L : K](α1ΦR(K) + α2ΦC(K)).
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As gL ≥ [L : K]gK , one obtains, for gK > 0:
α1
ΦR(L)
gL
+ α2
ΦC(L)
gL
≤ α1ΦR(K)
gK
+ α2
ΦC(K)
gK
.
Taking the limit we get the lemma. 
This two lemmas (the first in the function field case) give us directly, tak-
ing for α1 and α2 corresponding to the archimedean terms in the deficiency,
the decreasing property of the map K 7→ 1− δ(i), for any i, which ends the
proof.
4.2. Optimal Fields. We say that an infinite global field is optimal for δ(i)
if its deficiency δ(i) is equal to 0. In the function case, when r is a square,
there are examples of optimal fields. Different constructions can be used,
such as tower of modular curves or recursive towers. In the number field
case, or even in the function field case where r is not a square, the question
whether optimal towers exist or not remains open. Let us give first some
properties that should be satisfied by optimal fields. We will prove then that
most of the infinite number fields constructed using the class field theory
cannot be optimal.
Proposition 4.3. Let K be an optimal infinite number field (resp. function
field) for δ(i). If p is a non archimedean place of Q (resp. Fr(t)) such that
φp,q = 0 for any q, there is no infinite global field L contained in K such
that φp,q(L) > 0.
Proof : Let us prove it for i = 1. Suppose there exists such an extension L.
The proof of Theorem C shows that, for any prime number p,
δp(L) :=
∞∑
k=1
kφpk(L) log p√
pk − 1 ≥
∞∑
k=1
kφpk(K) log p√
pk − 1 = δp(K).
Because of Lemma 4.2, one has
1− (∑
p 6=ℓ
δp(L) + δℓ(L) + α1φR(L) + α2φC(L)
) ≤ 1− (1 + δℓ(L)),
where α1 and α2 are the archimedean coefficients involved in the deficiency
δ(1). Therefore δ(1)(L) ≤ −rφℓr log ℓ/(ℓr/2− 1) < 0, which leads to a contra-
diction. 
Proposition 4.4. Let K be an optimal infinite Galois number field (resp.
function field) for δ(i). Let p be a place of Q (resp. Fr(t)). Suppose there
is a prime number p and an integer d such that φp,pd(K) > 0. Then K does
not contain any infinite global subfield L such that φp,pm(L) > 0, m 6= d.
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Proof : We show the result for δ(1). Let L ⊂ K such that one φp,pm > 0, and
m < d (the other case cannot happen because K is Galois). We prove that
L is a subfield of K whose deficiency is strictly smaller than the deficiency
of K. Indeed, for any prime q 6= p, we have δq(L) ≥ δq(K). As for p, one has∑
k≤d
kφpk(L) ≥ dφpd(K),
since L ⊂ K, we deduce
∑
k≤d
kφpk(L)√
pk − 1 >
∑
k≤d
kφpk(L)√
pd − 1 ≥
dφpd(K)√
pd − 1 .
But this is impossible, because K is optimal. 
Let us prove now that fields constructed with class field theory are mainly
not optimal. Consider the deficiency without GRH in the number field case
(the GRH-deficiency result can easily be deduced), and call it δ.
Let Q denote Q in the number field case (resp. Fr(t) in the function field
case). Let K/Q be a finite Galois extension. Let S(K) be a finite set of
non-archimedean places of K. Let P be a minimal set of non-archimedean
places of K such that:
(i) P is disjoint from S(K),
(ii) P is stable under the action of the Galois group of K/Q,
(iii) For any non-archimedean places p and q of K outside of S(K), such
that Np < Nq, if q belongs to P, p belongs to P.
(iv) In the number fields case,
(NF )
∑
p∈P
log Np
Np− 1 > g
∗(K)− ℓα2
2
,
where α2 = γ + log 2π, and in the function fields case,
(FF )
∑
p∈P
logr Np√
Np− 1 > g
∗(K).
The sum
∑
p∈P
log Np
Np−1 (resp.
∑
p∈P
logr Np√
Np−1) taken over all non archimedean
places of K, is divergent; therefore such P exists. One constructs it taking
consecutively all the non archimedean places of K outside of S(K) (and
those obtained by applying the Galois action), until the sum becomes bigger
than the right hand side term. Let p0 be a prime of maximal norm in P,
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and p0 the prime of Q under it. Put
(NF ) α(K,S) :=
ℓ log p0
g∗(K)
(
1
Np0 − 1 −
1
Npℓ0 − 1
)
(FF ) α(K,S) :=
ℓ logr Np0
g∗(K)
(
1√
Np0 − 1
− 1√
Npℓ0 − 1
)
Let us now state the theorem.
Theorem 4.5. Let K/Q be a cyclic extension of prime degree ℓ ramified
exactly at S a finite set of non archimedean places of Q. Let q, q′ /∈ S be two
places of K (of relatively prime degrees in the function field case). Let K =
K∅(ℓ) be the maximal unramified ℓ-extension of K (resp. let K = K{q,q
′}
∅ (ℓ)
be the maximal unramified ℓ-extension of K where q and q′ are split). Sup-
pose that #S ≥ 3 + ℓ + 2√2 + ℓ2 (resp. #S ≥ 6− ε+ 2√3 ℓ+ 1− ε— see
Theorem 3.1 for notation).
Then K is not optimal. Moreover its deficiency satisfies δ(K) ≥ α(K,S).
Remark that it is also the case of any field containing K, in particular
it is the case of QS (the maximal extension of Q unramified outside of S)
in the number field case. The condition on S guarantees that K is infinite
because of Theorem 3.1.
Proof : Suppose δ(K) < α. Let log denote as usual the logarithm with base
e in number field case, and with base r in the function field case. Prove first
that there is a finite place with no contribution in δ.
Lemma 4.6. There is a place p1 ∈ P such that, for any m > 0, φpm1 = 0,
where p1 = p1 ∩Q.
Proof of the lemma: Suppose that for every place p in P, there is an mp > 0
such that φp,Npmp > 0. As K is Galois, it is also the case for all the places
above p ∩Q. S is by our hypothesis sufficiently large so that, for any place
r not in S, the maximal extension Kr of K, contained in K, with all the
places above r in K split, is not finite. Let us prove first that, for any place
p of P, mp = 1. If we only want to prove the non optimality, it is sufficient
to apply the proposition 4.4.
Let us suppose that mr > 1 for a place r. All the places above r in K
have the same norm, they are unramified in any tower contained in K,
therefore the difference of their contributions to the deficiency of Kr and
their contributions to that of K is given by
(NF )
ℓ logNr
g∗(K)(Np− 1) −
ℓ logNr
g∗(K)(Nrmr − 1) .
(FF )
ℓ logr Nr
g∗(K)(
√
Np− 1) −
ℓ logNr
g∗(K)(
√
Nrmr − 1) .
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It cannot exceed α, because the deficiency belongs to [0, 1]. Moreover, this
quantity is decreasing in p, increasing in m, so it is sufficient to verify that,
for the biggest p in our set, and for the smallest m (meaning m = ℓ), the
condition is satisfied.
Because of the definition of α, this is not satisfied and therefore we have
a contradition. Consequently mp = 1 for any place p of P.
Then for any p ∈ P ,
φNp =
ΦNp(K)
g∗(K)
.
Indeed, all the places above p ∩Q in K are split and the equality follows.
We have
(NF )
∑
q
φq
log q
q − 1 + δ∞ ≥
1
g∗(K)
∑
p∈P
logNp
Np− 1 +
ℓα2
2 g∗(K)
> 1,
(FF )
∑
q
φq
logr q√
q − 1 ≥
1
g∗(K)
∑
p∈P
logr Np√
Np− 1 > 1,
where δ∞ = α1φR(L) + α2φC(L) is the contribution to the deficiency of
the archimedean places. Indeed δ∞ ≥ 12α2φ∞ and φ∞ = ℓ g∗(K)−1. This
contradicts T-V Basic Inequalities. 
Consider now the maximal unramified extension of K such that p1 is
split. The contribution of r1 = p1 ∩ Q to the deficiency of this extension is
ℓ log p1
g∗(K)(Np1−1) > α(K,S), whereas it is zero in K. This leads to a contradiction
since this infinite global fields would have a strictly negative deficiency. 
5. An Effective Version of Theorem A
The aim of this paragraph is to produce an example of infinite number
field with n positive invariants having a deficiency δn as small as possible.
In order to achieve our goal, we will apply Theorem 3.1. Take for the set
P the first prime n numbers greater than 2: P = {3, 5, 7, ..., pn} We will
take for K a quadratic extension, Q(
√
q1...qrnr), where rn is the smallest
integer satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.1 with s = 2n :
rn = 1 + ⌊n+ 5 + 2
√
2n+ 4 + 1⌋.
Then rn = n+2
√
2n+ cn where cn is a bounded sequence. Remark that for
imaginary quadratic extensions, we could take a smaller rn, but that does
not change anything asymptotically.
Now let us choose r. We want the pi to be split (otherwise they are inert
and we loose a
√
n factor). Take for qi, i ≤ rn, the rn primes following pn
in the prime progression, and choose r in the following way so that the pi
are split:
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Lemma 5.1. There exists r ∈ {0, ..., 2∏ pi∏ qj − 1} prime to 2, pi, qj for
any i, j such that the pi are split in K/Q.
Proof of the lemma: Recall that the pi are split in K/Q if r
∏
qj is a square
mod pi for any i, i.e. if for any i ≤ n(
r
∏
qj
pi
)
=
(
r
pi
)∏
j
(
qj
pi
)
= 1.
When the pi and the qj , j ≤ rn have been chosen, r has to satisfy
∀i ∈ {1, ..., n}
(
r
pi
)
=
∏
j
(
qj
pi
)
.
We choose a non zero solution modulo pi for any i. We lift it to an odd
integer of {0, ..., 2∏ pi∏ qj − 1} equal to 1 modulo qj for any j. If this
integer is different from 1, it splits into a product of prime numbers, which
are distinct from the pi, qi and from 2. We choose it squarefree, which is
possible because if r has a square factor p2, r/p2 suits us too. Note that r
can be equal to 1, and that its factors ramify in K/Q but these factor have
got no consequences on the validity of Theorem 3.1.  We remark
that we could probably improve the upper bound on r. But it would only
improve the involved constants in the following proposition. For instance
we took r in the most trivial way. We could have computed the number
of integers smaller than 2.
∏
pi satisfying the conditions on the Legendre’s
symbols and compared it to the number of integers prime to all the qi and
2.
From now on we denote by Kn the field K corresponding to n and an r
obtained from Lemma 5.1.
Proposition 5.2. The genus gKn of Kn satisfies
gKn ≤ gn, where gn =
3
2
n logn+ o(n log n),
gKn ≥ g′n, where g′n =
1
2
n logn+ o(n log n).
Proof :
gKn =
1
2
∑
j
log qj +
1
2
log r +
1
2
ε log 2,
where ε = 2 if 2 is ramified and 0 otherwise. One has log r ≤ ∑i log pi +∑
j log qj + log 2. Therefore
log r ≤
∑
p≤qrn
log p.
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Thus
gKn ≤
∑
p≤qrn
log p− 1
2
∑
p≤pn
log p+ log 2 = gn.
From the analytic number theory (see [6]), we know that the function
ϑ(x) =
∑
p≤x log p is asymptotically equal to x+ o(x), as x→∞, and that
the nth odd prime number pn satisfies pn = n logn + o(n logn). Thus∑
p≤pn
log p = n log n+ o(n logn).
As rn = n + 2
√
2n+O(1), one has qrn = (2n + 2
√
2n) logn + o(n logn),
qrn being the (n+ rn)
th odd prime number. Therefore:∑
p≤qrn
log p = (2n+ 2
√
2n) logn+ o(n log n),
and we get
gn =
3
2
n log n+ o(n logn).
The second inequality can be obtained in the same way, using r ≥ 1. 
Apply now Theorem 3.1 to Kn/Q. Kn admits an infinite unramified class
field tower Kn = (Kin)i≥0, with K0n = Kn, where the pi are split in Kn/Q
for i ≤ n.
Proposition 5.3. For any i ≥ 0, gKin = 2igKn
Proof : As the tower is unramified, we have for any i,
gKi+1n = gKin[K
i+1
n : K
i
n].
We obtain the desired result by induction. 
Corollary 5.4. φ∞(Kn) = O((n logn)−1).
Proof : For any i, we have nKin = 2
i+1, so that
nKin
gKin
=
2i+1
gKin
=
2
gKn
and, taking the limit we get
φ∞(Kn) = 2
gKn
.
Therefore φ∞(Kn) ≤ 2g′n and the result follows from Proposition 5.2. 
Let us evaluate now the sum involved in the deficiency. Because the pi
are split and because of Proposition 5.2, we have φpi = 2
1
gKn
. Therefore we
need to study the following sums:
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Proposition 5.5. Let Sn =
∑n
i=1
log pi√
pi−1 , S
′
n =
∑n
i=1
log pi
pi−1 . Then
Sn ∼2
√
n logn
S ′n ∼ log (n log n).
Proof : Let us introduce the function Λ : N→ R defined by
Λ(n) =
{
log p si n = p is a prime number,
0 otherwise.
As ϑ(x) =
∑
n≤xΛ(n), we have∑
n≤x
Λ(n)√
n
=
ϑx√
x
+
∫ x
2
ϑ(t)dt
2t
√
t
.
Because ϑ(x) = x+o(x), the first term in the sum is equal to
√
x+o(
√
x) as
x → ∞. Concerning the second, it is a divergent integral. As ϑ(x)
2x
√
x
∼ 1
2
√
x
,
we find: ∫ x
2
ϑ(t)dt
2t
√
t
∼
∫ x
2
dt
2
√
t
∼ √x
As pn ∼ n log n and as Sn is divergent, we get
Sn ∼
∑
i≤n
Λ(i)√
i
∼ 2
√
n logn.
The same computation, using∑
p≤x
log p
p− 1 ∼ log x, as x→∞,
leads to the estimate of S ′n, 
Corollary 5.6. For i = 1, 2, δ
(i)
n ≤ 1− ε(i), where
ε(1) ∼ 8
3
√
n log n
and,
ε(2) ∼ 4
3n
.
Proof : We will prove it in the case of δ(1) the second case being the same.
As
∑
q φq
log q√
q−1 ≥ 2 1gKnSn, we get
δn ≤ 1− 2 1
gKn
Sn − (γ + log 8π)φC(K\)− (γ/2 + π/4 + log
√
8π)φR(Kn).
Then the result come from our estimates of the genus and of Sn, and from
the fact that archimedean factor are negligible. 
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6. On Prime Decomposition in Infinite Global Fields
The class field theory produces examples of infinite global fields with
finitely many places split. But as we can see from the last paragraph, it
seems impossible to use it directly to obtain asymptotically good infinite
global fields having infinitely many places split, and thus infinitely many
positive invariants. The question of prime decomposition in infinite global
field is central, and the analytic theory (in particular the Cebotarev density
theorem) allows us to understand a bit what happens in such field. Let us
recall a corollary of this theorem:
Proposition 6.1. Let K be a global field and let T be the set of places of
K which split in a separable extension L/K of degree n such that, if K is a
function field, F¯r ∩ L = Fr. Then δ¯(T ) ≤ 1n .
Corollary 6.2. Let K be a global field, K/K an infinite global field and T
the set of places of K split in K. Then δ(T ) exists and is equal to 0.
6.1. Proof of Proposition 6.1. Let us recall first the Cebotarev density
theorem. Let K/L be a Galois extension, G = Gal(L/K) and σ ∈ G. Put
PL/K(σ) =
{
p ∈ P (K) | ∃P|p ∈ P (L) σ =
(
L/K
P
)}
,
and < σ >= {τ−1στ | τ ∈ G} .
Theorem 6.3. (Cebotarev) The set PL/K has a Dirichlet density. It is
given by
δ(PL/K(σ)) =
# < σ >
#G
.
Proof : [11, 7.13.4] 
Recall the following lemma:
Lemma 6.4. Let L/K be a separable extension of global fields and N be the
Galois closure of L/K. Then p splits in L/K if and only if it splits in N/K.
Proof of the lemma: N/K is the compositum of all the conjugates of L/K.
If a place p splits in L/K, it also splits in σ(L)/K for any σ ∈ Gal(N/K),
therefore it splits in their compositum. The converse is obvious. 
For any separable extension of global fields L/K, define PL/K as the set
of unramified places p of K admitting a place P of L above it, whose inertia
degree over p is 1.
Lemma 6.5. Using notation and assumptions of the last lemma, put G =
Gal(N/K) and H = Gal(N/L), One has :
PL/K =
⊔
<σ>∩H 6=∅
PN/K(σ).
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Proof of the lemma: [11, 7.13.5] 
Lemma 6.6. Under this hypothesis, we have δ(PL/K) ≥ 1n with the equality
if and only if L/K is Galois. In addition, we have δ(PL/K) ≤ 1− n− 1
#G
.
In particular the set of places of K having no degree 1 places above them
in L is of positive Dirichlet density. Therefore we have the following result:
Corollary 6.7. Let K be an infinite number field (resp. function field).
Let U be the set of primes of Q (resp. Fr(t)) such that φp,Np = 0. Then U
contains a set of positive Dirichlet density.
Proof of the lemma: For the first point see [11, 7.13.6]. Concerning the
second inequality, we start from:
δ(PL/K) = δ

 ⊔
<σ>∩H 6=∅
PN/K(σ)

 ≤ ∑
<σ>∩H 6=∅
# < σ >
#G
.
Saying that < σ > ∩H is not empty is the same as saying that σ belongs
to the set
< H >=
⋃
τ∈G
τHτ−1,
and in this case < σ > lies in < H > . Therefore
δ(PL/K) ≤ 1
#G
# < H > .
An easy basic exercise in group theory (making G act on < H > by conju-
gation) shows that
# < H >≤ 1 + #G− [G : H ],
from which we deduce the second inequality. 
Proof of Proposition 6.1: Consider the Galois closure N/K of L/K, and
let T be the set of splitting places of L/K,, or equivalently of N/K. The
last lemma implies that
δ¯(T ) ≤ δ(PN/K) = 1
[N : K]
≤ 1
n
.
To obtain the corollary, we just let n→ +∞. 
6.2. Proof of Proposition F. We will prove in fact the following result:
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Proposition 6.8. Let K be an infinite global field and {Ki}i∈N be a tower
representing K. Let T be the set of primes of K0 split in K/K0. Then
(NF )
∑
p∈T
logNp
Np− 1 ≤
n2K0
φ∞
(1− 1
2
(log 2π + γ)φ∞).
(NF −GRH)
∑
p∈T
log Np√
Np− 1 ≤
n2K0
φ∞
(1− 1
2
(log 8π + γ)φ∞)
(FF )
∑
p∈T
logr Np√
Np− 1 ≤
n2K0
φ∞
,
where the right hand terms can be infinite (in the case of asymptotically bad
fields).
Proof : Let us make the proof in the number fields case, the function fields
one and the GRH one being deduced using the appropriated inequalities.
Suppose that K is asymptotically good. Because of T-V Basic Inequalities,
one has ∑
q
φq log q
q − 1 + (γ/2 + log 2
√
π)φR + (γ + log 2π)φC ≤ 1.
As φR + 2φC = φ∞, we obtain the inequality∑
q
φq log q
q − 1 ≤ 1−
1
2
(log 2π + γ)φ∞.
Let T be the set Dec(K/K0) of places of K0 split in K. For any q in A, let
Tq be the set of places of T of norm q, and let #Tq = Nq(T ). Remark that,
because of the Riemann-Hurwitz formula, the ratio nKi/gKi is decreasing to
φ∞. Therefore, for q such that Tq is not empty,
Φq(Kn)
g(Kn)
≥ [Kn : K0]
gKn
=
1
nK0
nKn
gKn
≥ 1
nK0
φ∞.
Therefore
φq ≥ 1
nK0
φ∞.
Then∑
p∈T
log Np
Np− 1 =
∑
q
Nq(T )
log q
q − 1 ≤
∑
Tq 6=∅
nK0
log q
q − 1 ≤
n2K0
φ∞
∑
Tq 6=∅
φq
log q
q − 1 ,
Thus
∑
p∈T
log Np
Np− 1 ≤
n2K0
φ∞
∑
q
φq
log q
q − 1 ≤
n2K0
φ∞
(1− 1
2
(log 2π + γ)φ∞).

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6.3. Asymptotically bad Case. One question arises naturally. We know
that the Dirichlet density of the set of the split places is zero. When the field
is asymptotically good, we have also proved that s(T ) has to be bounded.
Can s(T ) be infinite in asymptotically bad towers? Can the set T be infinite?
A negative answer would be a disaster, because of the link between the
positive φq and the split places. We do not know at the moment how to
construct asymptotically good fields having infinitely many positive φq or
splitting places, and this seems to be a very difficult problem because of the
restricted ramification condition. However, we can construct such examples
in the asymptotically bad case:
Theorem 6.9. For any global field K, there is an infinite Galois global field
K containing K such that infinitely many places split in K, ∑p∈Dec(K)Np−1
is infinite. It has no wild ramification over the Galois closure of K (in some
given separable closure of K) and δ(Ram(K)) is zero.
In the number field case (and also likely in the function field case) we
could ask in addition that s(Ram(K)) ≤ ǫ (meaning: for any given ǫ > 0,
there is an infinite number field such that...) using a result of Gras (see [5,
Corollary V.2.4.7]) and doing the same as we will do in our proof. But he
only proved it for the number fields case, that is why we will use once again
Grunwald–Wang Theorem, which allows us to prove the theorem in both
cases of number and function fields.
Proof : Recall that, for a set E of places of a global field K, we put s(E) :=∑
p∈E Np
−1, eventually infinite. LetK0 be the Galois closure ofK. Consider,
for the simplicity of notation, the number field case. Let S0 (resp. D0) be
the ramification locus of K0/Q (resp. the splitting locus of K0/Q). We will
extend this notation to other indices than 0 by putting Sn = Ram(Kn/Q)
and Dn = Dec(Kn/Q). Let T0 be a finite set of places of Q split in K0/Q
such that s(T0) ≥ 1. Such a set exists since δ(D0) > 0 by the Cebotarev
density theorem. Let ℓ be a prime in T0 (or a prime number different from
the characteristic of K0 in the function field case).
We construct by induction the tower of fields Kn, Galois over Q and the
set Tn ⊂ Dn with s(Tn) ≥ n+1 having the desired properties in the following
way. Suppose that we have constructed a field Kn−1, n ≥ 1, Galois over Q,
and a set Tn−1 as above. Let K∗n be a ℓ-extension of Kn−1 unramfied outside
of Dn−1(Kn−1), such that all the places above Tn−1 in Kn−1 split. Let S∗n
denotes the ramified places of K∗n/Kn−1. Then we consider the maximal
ℓ-extension Kn of Kn−1, unramified outside of the places of S∗n and their
conjugates by the Galois action, where the places of Tn−1(Kn−1) split in
Kn. This extension is non trivial, and moreover Kn is Galois over Q. To see
that, let us take a morphism σ fromKn to a separable closure Q¯ of Q. σ(Kn)
is a ℓ-extension of σ(Kn−1) = Kn−1 unramified outside of the conjugates of
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places of S∗n, where the places above Tn−1 split, therefore it is contained in
Kn. For the set Tn, let us take a subset of Dn containing Tn−1 and such that
s(Tn) ≥ n + 1.
If we denote by T the splitting locus of K/Q and put S = ∪Sn for
the ramification locus of K/Q, then we have s(T ) ≥ s(Tn) for any n and
therefore s(T ) = ∞. In addition, Sn+1 is contained in Dn for any n ≥ 0.
Therefore ∪m>nSm ⊂ Dn for any n ≥ 0. So we have δ(S) = 0. Indeed,
suppose that δ¯(S) > 1/ℓn0 for a given n0 > 0. Then δ¯(S−∪i≤n0Si) > 1/ℓn0,
but this is impossible because S − ∪i≤n0Si ⊂ Dn0 and δ(Dn0) ≤ 1/ℓn0. ℓ is
not ramified in K/Q, thus there is no wild ramification over K0. 
To conclude, we remark that there are infinite global field having no places
split: this is for example the case for the maximal abelian extension of Q.
6.4. Abelian Case. Let us give now the negative answer to a natural
conjecture of Michel Balazard formulated at Poncelet Laboratory seminar
(Moscow). In the case of Q and in that of cyclotomic extensions, we have
the following beautiful result of Norton [14], which can be obtained using
Bru¨n–Titchmarch and Siegel–Walfisz Theorems:
Proposition 6.10 (Norton). Let q be a prime number and a be an integer
non divisible by q. Let
Ix = {p prime number | p = a mod q, p ≤ x}.
Then there exists a constant M independent from q, a such that∣∣∣∣∑
p∈Ix
1
p
− 1
q − 1 log log x
∣∣∣∣ ≤M.
It seems to be hard to obtain good generalisations of these two theorems
to general global fields (see [4] for the number fields case). However Michel
Balazard put forward the following conjecture:
Conjecture 6.11. Let K be a global field. Let L/K be an abelian extension
of degree n. Then there exists a constant M depending only on K such that∣∣∣∣ ∑
p∈Dec(L/K), Np≤x
1
Np
− 1
n
log log x
∣∣∣∣ ≤M.
Unfortunately, this conjecture is not true, at least this formulation, as
we will see it producing an example of pro-cyclic infinite global field which
violates it.
Proposition 6.12. Both in the case of number fields and in the case of
function fields, there exists an infinite Galois global field K/K of pro-cyclic
Galois group such that
∑
p∈Dec(K)
1
Np
=∞.
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Proof : Grunwald-Wang Theorem will allow us to produce such an example.
We will give the construction in the number field case for simplicity of
notation. Let us take a prime number p0 = 3 and consider a cyclic extension
K0 of the field K (K being a finite separable extension of Q) of degree p0.
Let us take then a finite set T0 of primes p
0
1, ..., p
0
n of the ground field Q
split in K0 such that
∑
p∈T0
1
Np
≥ 1.
Take for the field K1 a cyclic extension of Q of prime degree p1 > p0 which
does not divide the degree of K, such that T0 is split in K1. Thus K1.K0/K
is a cyclic extension of degree p1p0, where T0 is split. Take for T1 a set of
places of Q split in K1.K0, containing T0 and satisfying
∑
p∈T1
1
Np
≥ 1.
Suppose that we have constructed in this way a field Kn.Kn−1...K0/K of
degree pn...p0 together with a set Tn of splitting places, satisfying
∑
p∈Tn
1
Np
≥
n. We construct Kn+1, Tn+1 from Kn.Kn−1...K0, Tn in the same way that we
have constructed K1, T1 from K0, T0. Then we obtain our tower by induc-
tion. This tower satisfies the hypotheses of the proposition. 
Corollary 6.13. Conjcture 6.11 is false, even for cyclic extensions.
Proof : Suppose it is true for a given K. Consider the tower of the last
proposition starting from K, and let T be its splitting locus. Taking the
limit as n→ +∞, for any x we have:∑
p∈T, Np≤x
1
Np
≤M.
Taking the limit as x→ +∞ we get a contradiction. 
7. Proof of Theorem B
First let us recall the following definitions and notation from Galois co-
homology. Let G be a profinite group. The cohomological dimension cdG
of G is the smallest integer n, if it exists, such that
Hq(G,A) = 0 for every q > n
and every torsion G-module A. If no such integer n exists, then cdG =∞.
For a pro-p-group, cdG ≤ n if and only if Hn+1(G,Z/pZ) = 0 (see [12,
§III.3]). For example, any non trivial finite group has an infinite cohomo-
logical dimension.
We will prove now the following result which implies Theorem B.
Theorem 7.1. Let p be an odd prime number and let S0 be a set of primes
congruent to 1 modulo p, such that QS0(p) — the maximal p-extension of Q
unramified outside of S0— is of cohomological dimension 2. Let P be a finite
set of prime numbers. Then there exists a finite set of primes S containing
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S0 and not containing p such that, for any m > 1 and any prime number ℓ,
φℓm(QS(p)) = 0, and that, for any ℓ ∈ S ∪ P, φℓ(QS(p)) = 0.
Remark that the only primes which can be ramified in a p-extension are
congruent to 0, 1 modulo p, thus the condition on S0 is natural.
As a corollary, we deduce directly Theorem B. Indeed, Labute (see [8])
gave some examples having the cohomological dimension 2 property, for
example cdGal(Q{7,19,61,163}(3)/Q) = 2, so one can apply Theorem 7.1 to the
set P. The resulting infinite number field K = QS(3) is asymptotically good
because it is tamely ramfied and unramified outside of a finite set of primes.
In addition, the splitting prime numbers ℓ in K satisfy φℓ > 0 because
of Proposition 2.2, and no other prime number belongs to PSupp(K/Q)
because of Theorem 7.1.
Let us now prove Theorem 7.1. In order to do that, recall a result due to
Schmidt ([15, Theorems 2.2 and 2.3]). Denote by GS(p) the Galois group
of the maximal p-extension of Q unramified outside of S.
Theorem 7.2 (Schmidt). Let p be an odd prime number and let S be a
finite set of prime numbers congruent to 1 modulo p.
(i) Suppose that GS(p) 6= 1 and that cdGS(p) ≤ 2. Then cdGS(p) = 2,
and for any ℓ ∈ S, QS(p) realises the maximal p-extension of Qℓ.
(ii) Suppose cdGS(p) = 2. Then, if ℓ /∈ S is an other prime num-
ber congruent to 1 modulo p, which is not split in QS(p)/Q. Then
cdGS∪{ℓ}(p) = 2.
Consider now an odd prime number p, S0 a set of primes congruent to 1
modulo p, such that cdGS0 = 2 and a finite set P = {p1, ..., pr} of prime
numbers. Let us begin by proving two lemmas:
Lemma 7.3. If cdGS(p) = 2,then for any m > 1, for any prime number ℓ
not belonging to S, φℓm(QS(p)) = 0.
Proof of the lemma: If cdGS(p) = 2, then for any closed subgroup H of
GS(p), H
n(H) = 0 for any n > 2 ([18, §I prop. 21′]). Suppose that φℓm > 0
for ℓ /∈ S and m > 1. Then the Frobenius of Fℓm which is of finite order, can
be lifted in the decomposition subgroup in GS(p) of any place over ℓ to an
element of finite order. The subgroup generated by it is finite therefore of
infinite cohomological dimension, so it does not satisfy the above property.
This leads to a contradiction. 
Lemma 7.4. If cdGS(p) = 2, then for any m, for any prime ℓ in S,
φℓm(QS(p)) = 0.
Proof of the lemma: We apply Theorem 7.2, which tells us that the inertia
index of ℓ in QS(p) is infinite (indeed, there exists an unramified infinite
algebraic extension of Qℓ). 
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Let us prove now Theorem 7.1.
Proof : Consider QS0(p) and its splitting locus T. We will complete the set
S0 by a finite number of places in order to make the φp vanish one after the
other. We will construct a set S of primes having the following properties:
(i) any q ∈ S is congruent to 1 modulo p,
(ii) QS(p) is asymptotically good and cdGS(p) = 2,
(iii) pi, i ≤ r, is not split in QS(p).
The key ingredient of the proof is the existence of a tamely ramified p-
extension, unramified at T, such that the pi are inert. Such an extension
exists because of the precise version of Grunwald–Wang Theorem.
Indeed, because of the Grunwald–Wang theorem, there is a cyclic exten-
sion K of degree p, unramfied outside of (P (Q) − T ), such that p and the
pi are inert. Put S = S0 ∪ Ram(K). Thus no pi is split in QS(p).
As the only primes which can be ramified in a p-extension are congru-
ent to 0, 1 modulo p, S satisfy the first condition. Moreover QS(p) is
asymptotically good, because it is tamely and finitely ramified. In order
to prove ii, we have to prove that one can apply Theorem 7.2 (ii) to all
the places in Ram(K) = {s1, ..., sm}. We have to satisfy that si is not split
in QS0∪{s0}···∪{si−1}(p). As this field contains QS0 , and as si is not split in
it since T is unramified, si is not split in QS0∪{s0}···∪{si−1}(p). Thus we can
apply Theorem 7.2 (ii) to all the set Ram(K) and obtain (ii).
From the first lemma, we deduce that the φpmi (QS) are all zero and we
have proven the theorem. 
Let us conclude this section by the following remark: in order to prove
Theorem B we could have first considered a ℓ-extension K/Q where all the
prime in P are inert and its ramification locus Ram(K) and then extended
this set to a set S such that cdGS(p) = 2 (see [15, 7.3]). Using this, the
ramification locus and thus its deficiency may be much bigger.
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